Dopamine (DA) neurons increase and decrease firing for rewards that are better and worse than expected, respectively. These correlates have been observed at the level of singleunit firing and in measurements of phasic DA release in ventral striatum (VS) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Here, we ask whether DA release is modulated by delivery of reward, not to oneself, but to a conspecific. It is unknown what, if anything, DA release encodes during social situations in which one animal witnesses another animal receive reward. It might be predicted that DA release will increase, suggesting that watching a conspecific receive reward is a favorable outcome. Conversely, DA release may be entirely dependent on personal experience, or perhaps observation of receipt of reward might be experienced as a negative outcome because another individual, rather than oneself, receives the reward. Our data show that animals display a mixture of affective states during observation of conspecific reward, first exhibiting increases in appetitive calls (50 kHz), then exhibiting increases in aversive calls (22 kHz) [11] [12] [13] [14] . Like ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs), DA signals were modulated by delivery of reward to the conspecific. We show stronger DA release during observation of the conspecific receiving reward relative to observation of reward delivered to an empty box, but only on the first trial. During the following trials, this relationship reversed: DA release was reduced during observation of the conspecific receiving reward. These findings suggest that positive and negative states associated with conspecific reward delivery modulate DA signals related to learning in social situations.
Results
Rats experienced three different trial types during data collection ( Figure 1A ). For one trial type, observer rats were placed in the left side of the behavioral box, which was divided in two by a wire mesh. While in the left side, observer rats received a palatable sucrose pellet reward 10 s after illumination of a cue light while a conspecific was located in the right side (receive-reward trial type). Following w15 trials, observers were removed from the left side and placed in the right side. At this point, the program resumed on the left side (i.e., reward delivery was delivered in the food cup 10 s after light onset) in one of two ways. In half of the blocks, a conspecific was placed in the left side, where it consumed a reward while the observer rat watched (observe-rat trial type). In the other half of the blocks, the left side was empty, and the pellets were dropped into the food cup with no conspecific present (observe-empty trial type). Following w15 trials, observer rats were placed back in the left side and received a reward for w15 trials, before returning to the right side. This sequence was repeated several times ( Figure 1B) .
In a group of 16 rats, we recorded ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) during these trial types. Figures 2A-2D plot USVs for the first (black; early) and last six (gray; late) trials in successive 10 s epochs. During observe-empty trials (i.e., pellets were delivered to the food cup in an empty box), observer rats exhibited slightly increased 50 kHz vocalizations during early trials. Rates of 50 kHz were significantly higher in bins 10-30, relative to baseline (10 s before cue; i.e., 210 in Figure 2A ; Wilcoxon, all p < 0.05). There were also increases in 22 kHz calls during observe-empty trials ( Figure 2B ), but they did not achieve significance (Wilcoxon, all p > 0.056). Thus, observation of reward delivered to an empty box marginally increased USVs.
In contrast, delivery of the reward to the conspecific had pronounced effects on USVs. Both appetitive and aversive calls increased after cue-light onset. During early trials (black), USV rates were significantly higher in observe-rat trials compared to observe-empty trials (Wilcoxon, p < 0.05). Calls that were 22 kHz increased gradually after onset of the cue light during observe-rat trials ( Figure 2D , black) but were not significantly different than observe-empty trials ( Figure 2B ) until bin 30 (Wilcoxon, p < 0.05). During the later trials (last six trials; gray), both 50 kHz and 22 kHz were less frequent during trial events (cue onset to cue offset; 0-20 s) but remained significantly higher during the intertrial interval (ITI) ( Figures  2C and 2D, asterisks) .
To further characterize the development of USVs during early portions of each trial block, we examined USVs over the course of the first six trials during the 10 s period after reward. Calls that were 50 kHz were emitted at the highest rate and amplitude during the first trial of observation of the conspecific ( Figure 2E ). Only on the first trial were the 50 kHz USV rates and amplitude significantly higher compared to the last trial in the block (Wilcoxon, p < 0.05). Unlike 50 kHz USVs, 22 kHz calls were most prevalent on the third trial (Figure 2F ; Wilcoxon; third versus last trial; p < 0.05). Importantly, these USV patterns were not observed when the demonstrators received reward with no observer present ( Figures 2G  and 2H ), suggesting that the USV microphone was too far from the demonstrator to collect USVs and/or that the demonstrator was not emitting them. Together, these results suggest that appetitive calls were prominent from cue onset through reward delivery ( Figure 2C ), whereas aversive calls gradually increased during cue onset and reward delivery, peaking several seconds into the ITI ( Figure 2D ). During reward delivery and consumption, appetitive calls were strongest during the first trial ( Figure 2E ), whereas aversive calls emerged over the first several trials ( Figure 2E ).
To determine how dopamine (DA) release changes during the three trial types (Figure 1) , we outfitted four rats with *Correspondence: mroesch@umd.edu fast-scan cyclic voltammetry electrodes in nucleus accumbens core ( Figure 1C ). For our first analysis, we averaged over all first trials during observation of the conspecific over all sessions (for single trial examples, see Figure S2 available online). Note that rats exhibited the most robust 50 kHz vocalizations in the first trial. We observed DA release following cue onset and around the time of reward delivery in observe-rat trials ( Figure 3A , green). Release occurred prior to the onset of the reward delivery, which might reflect anticipation of the reward either by estimating the 10 s period or by using social cues (e.g., USVs [15] ). DA release was significantly elevated during the 10 s following cue onset (cue epoch t test, t 21 = 2.80; p < 0.05) and during the 2 s after reward delivery (reward epoch t test, t 21 = 3.52; p < 0.05), relative to the baseline (1 s before light on).
Next, we determined whether DA release was differentially modulated during the three types of trials during the cue and reward epochs. A two-factor ANOVA was performed, independently for each epoch, with trial type (reward, observe-rat, and empty-empty) and trial (first and last) as factors. Main and interaction effects with trial type were explored via post hoc tests (cue epoch: trial type, F (2, 168) During observe-rat (green) and observe-empty (red) trials, cue-related DA release was significantly attenuated relative to when the conditioned stimulus (CS) was a reliable predictor that reward would be delivered to the rat being recorded from, i.e., receive-reward trials (Figures 3A and 3C; green versus blue: Tukey's, t 64 = 2.35, p < 0.05; red versus blue: Tukey's, t 64 = 3.49, p < 0.05). Cue-evoked DA release was not significantly different between observe-rat (green) and observeempty (red) trial types (Figures 3A and 3C; Tukey's; t 21 = 1.30, p = 0.21).
In the reward epoch, receipt of reward by the recorded rat elicited the most robust DA release ( Figure 3E ; blue versus green: Tukey's t test, t 64 = 2.44, p < 0.05; blue versus red: Tukey's t test, t 64 = 4.53, p < 0.05). DA release during delivery to the recorded rat (blue) and during observation of the conspecific receiving reward (green) was significantly higher than it was during delivery of reward to an empty box in the first trial ( Figure 3E ; blue versus red: Tukey's, t 64 = 4.53, p < 0.05; green versus red: Tukey's, t 21 = 2.70, p < 0.05). There was no significant difference between observe-rat and observeempty during the last trials in each block (Figures 3B and 3F; t 21 = 0.41, p = 0.69).
To explore the dynamics of DA release after the initial increase observed on the first trial, we plotted average DA release over time for the second trial. For comparison, we replotted the first trials for each trial type ( Figures 4A and 4B) . Remarkably, the initial release of DA present on the first observe-rat trial was not present on the second trial. In fact, release was dramatically reduced after delivery of reward on the second trial ( Figure 4A , thin green) compared to that observed during the first trial of observation ( Figure 4A , thick green). The same degree of change was not observed during the second trial of observe-empty trials ( Figure 3B , thick red versus thin red).
To quantify DA release over each trial block, we plotted the average DA concentration over the cue ( Figure 4C ) and reward ( Figure 4D ) epochs during the first six trials. A multifactor ANOVA exhibited main and interaction effects with trial type and trial number (cue epoch: trial type, F (2,593) = 114.8, p < 0.05; trial, F (6,593) = 3.6, p < 0.05; interaction, F (12, 593) = 1.7, p = 0.06; reward epoch: F (2, 593) = 99.4, p < 0.05; trial, F (6,593) = 5.21, p < 0.05; interaction, F (12, 593) = 2.31, p < 0.05). Over the course of the first several trials during observe-rat blocks, release declined in both epochs, reaching a minimum during trial 4 (see Figure S3 for individual rat plots). For both cue and reward epochs, release was significantly different than trial 1 during trial 4 of observe-rat blocks (Figures 4C  and 4D ; green trial 1 versus trial 4; all t 21 > 3.57, all p < 0.05), and it was significantly different than observe-empty trials (trial 4; red versus green; all t 21 > 2.17; p < 0.05; see Figure S4 for analysis of release later in the trial).
Changes in DA release might reflect changes in orientation toward the rewarding side of the box. In a final analysis, we examined the observer's orientation toward the conspecific's side of the box during the first six and last trials. Orientation declined over the first six trials. Rats oriented less to the left side of the box on the last trial relative to the first trial during observation blocks (Wilcoxon, p < 0.05; Figure 4E ; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details); however, there was no significant difference between observerat and observe-empty trials on the first trial. Interestingly, the decline in orienting to the rewarding side of the box decreased for both observation trial types; however, this decline occurred earlier in observe-rat trials ( Figure 4E ). During observation of the conspecific, significantly less orienting 
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Observer watches conspecific
Observer watches reward in empty box Figure 1 . Task Design (A) Rats were trained to understand that reward (sugar pellet) was delivered 10 s after onset of cue lights. The chamber was divided in half by wire mesh, which allowed the animals to hear, see, and smell both sides. Each recording session consisted of three block types: ''receive-reward,'' ''observe-rat,'' and ''observe-empty.'' In the receive-reward block, the animal from which DA was recorded was placed in the left chamber, and another animal was placed in the right chamber. In the ''observe'' blocks, recorded rats were placed in the right side while the program commenced on the left side. During these trials, the left side of the box was ''empty'' or occupied by a conspecific. (B) The order of the blocks was as follows: (1) receive-reward, (2) observe-rat, (3) receive-reward, (4) observe-empty, (5) receive-reward, (6) observe-rat, (7) receive-reward, and (8) was observed by the fourth trial relative to the first (Figure 4E , green; Wilcoxon, p < 0.05), whereas significant differences between the first trial and subsequent trials were not present until the very last trial, during observation of the empty box (Figure 4E , red; Wilcoxon, p < 0.05). Thus, the decline matched that observed by the fourth trial when examining average DA release during observe-rat trials (see Supplemental Information for further analysis). Combined with the USV data, these results suggest that observing the conspecific receive a reward is initially appetitive and then becomes aversive, at which point observers orient away from the conspecific.
Discussion
Here, we show that DA release in ventral striatum is modulated by the presence of a conspecific engaged in the pursuit of reward. Increased DA release and decreased DA release around the time of reward delivery do not just reflect reward anticipation or the inability to obtain reward, respectively, because these responses were not present when the box was empty. Both increases and decreases in DA release were observed in response to trial events and therefore cannot reflect the presence of the other rat [16, 17] . We conclude that DA is not exclusively modulated when rats receive reward themselves but that it is also modulated during observation of a conspecific receiving reward. Remarkably, DA release during observation of reward delivery to the conspecific was only present during the first trial. Calls of 50 kHz were more prominent during the first trial of observation [11] [12] [13] [14] , suggesting that observing rats found the first trial of conspecific reward delivery to be a positive affective event. During trials 2-4, DA signals dropped below what was observed in observe-empty trials but then returned to comparable levels by trial 5. This corresponds remarkably well to changes in 50 kHz and 22 kHz calls. Previous work has shown decreases and increases in 50 kHz and 22 kHz calls, respectively, during extinction [11] [12] [13] [14] . Here, we show increased 22 kHz calls after rats observe conspecifics receive reward for several trials. The rapid decline in the DA signal in observe-rat trials compared to observe-empty trials likely reflects a negative affective state associated with this trial type in relation to previous receipt of reward to oneself. Strong emotional reactions and changes in DA release should modify behavior more strongly during observe-rat trials. Indeed, rats oriented away from the left side of the box faster for observe-rat trials relative to observe-empty trials. It is not clear why rats orient away from the conspecific so quickly in observe-rat trials, but one intriguing possibility is that they experience a negative affective state (e.g., frustration or jealousy) when watching another rat eating, while they are not eating, so they quickly look away. Certainly, this interpretation fits with the decrease and increase in 50 kHz and 22 kHz USVs during the first several trials.
Although DA release was modulated during observation of reward delivery to a conspecific, its amplitude was smaller compared to when the recorded rat performed blocks in which it obtained reward. This suggests that DA release does not reflect the relationship between the cue and the reward because this did not change over the course of the experiment. In all blocks, the CS always predicted that reward would be delivered 10 s later. This raises the intriguing notion that cue-and reward-related DA signals are dependent on whether or not the reward is to be consumed by oneself or another rat, or whether it is not to be consumed at all.
We conclude that delivery of reward to a conspecific modulates DA release and affective states of rats during observation. Considering DA's role in reinforcement learning, we hypothesize that this signal is critical for animals to learn by watching the actions of others when those actions are adaptive (i.e., they result in reward) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . We certainly cannot unambiguously prove this here because there was no instrumental response to be learned, but previous work has shown that animals can learn to perform behaviors through observation, thus paving the way for interesting future studies [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Experimental Procedures
Electrode fabrication, surgical procedure, histology, and electrochemical detection of dopamine are the same as previously reported and are described in detail in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures [2] . Task parameters are described in the Results and in Figure 1 . For more details, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures. All experiments were approved by the University of Maryland College Park, following university and NIH guidelines. 
